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Cover artist Eleni Pilla is an independent researcher in the area of
Theatre on Film and also works as a Cultural Officer at the Ministry of
Education and Culture of the Republic of Cyprus. Eleni completed her
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undergraduate and postgraduate levels in London, Northern Arizona
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poetry

Noel Sloboda

Silent Treatment
For me, “fight” is forever
a verb: action to be performed:
to void what came before between us
by unleashing a torrent of words—
first maledictions, followed
by concessions, finally vows
about our tomorrow.
Yet for you, “fight” is always
a thing: the void trailing in your wake
as you coil into yourself like a snail—
after I leave the bed unmade,
after I fail to sign a birthday card,
after I break the cork in anniversary bubbly—
and find myself ensorcelled by quietness
waiting for your lips
to break the spell.
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The Patron Saint of Pharmaceutical Sales
Off balance in velvet
mauve Miu Miu stilettos
that make her feel
close to heaven, she totters
across hospital tile, gelid
smile firmly in place
dispensing samples
wrapped in superlatives:
the latest chewable breakthroughs,
artificially-sweetened game-changers,
classic cures now in gel form—
miracles all, not to be swallowed
on an empty stomach.

Noel Sloboda is the author of the poetry collections Shell Games
(2008) and Our Rarer Monsters (2013) as well as several chapbooks,
most recently Risk Management Studies (2015). He has also published
a book about Edith Wharton and Gertrude Stein. Sloboda teaches at
Penn State York.
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poetry

Alan Lindsay

If Not Exactly Silver
Though I don’t want to seem to be making light
of serious things, I can’t help but recall the couple
who, as Murphy’s law predicts, came down with Alzheimer’s
at the same time,
which progressed at the same rate
and, though they did die together
in the fire that consumed their house,
they spent most of the time between the onset and the blaze
falling in love.

Alan Lindsay is the author of A. (a novel), Red Hen Press;
OzHouse, Interset Press, and the forthcoming The Burzee Rose, A
Christmas Carol, Interset Press, as well as a number of poems and
stories mostly published in online journals. He holds a Ph.D. and an
M.A. in fiction writing from The University of Notre Dame. He has
taught in higher education for more than thirty years.
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poetry

Tina Strasbourg

Sandwiches, mmm good
Crunch, munch, bite, chomp, and swallow
Hail to the sandwich
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poetry

Chris Macalino

Neo Geo
for Jesse
I'd like to dismantle a geometry set:
Exchange the plastic ruler
for a paper-made bookmark
Replace the compass w/ a Dixie Cup
Keep the pencil & call it a golf...
Substitute the navigator compass w/
a floatation soap sliver
A gumball to supersede the protractor
then secure my triangle w/ earplugs.
My wish is to shove
a rosebud in a sharpener.
I need writing tools for a workshop.

Chris Macalino is the author of All Psyched Up. He's a regular
performer at The Speaking Crow Reading Series, CaRaVan Open Stage,
and The Strong Badger Coffee House. He lives in Winnipeg.
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short fiction

Bethany Barthel
The Beaches of Oregon

The car pulls over onto the side of the road next to me, gravel
crunching and shifting under the wheels, and the passenger
window lowers. The driver leans over the centre console.
“Looking for some company?” he smiles and pats the passenger
seat. “Hop in. You can toss your stuff in the trunk.” The door to
the cramped trunk open when he pushes a button.
I circle to the back of the vehicle and stuff my backpack in
beside a spare tire and a small bag of tools and the slide into
the passenger seat, ducking my head low.
“Where are you headed?” the man asks, shifting the tiny Honda
into drive.
“Montana,” I lie. “Family there.”
“Well I’m not going that far, but I’ll take you as far as I’m
going.”
The car crawls along the gravel road. The man keeps it in the
centre, his wrinkled and spotted hands at the ten and two
positions. It’s stuffy inside with the heat turned up all the way. I
face the window, watching the trees and ditches go by but not
focusing on them, letting them become a blur, streaks of light
and dark green with patches of blue peeking through. The white
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noise of the air vents and low hum of the engine fills my ears.
“I’m Arthur, but everyone calls me Art. I’m on my way to
Oregon. There’s a cabin there that I stayed in during my
honeymoon, but right now I’m visiting family for a few days.”
His smile widens. “My great-niece just turned six,” he says,
glancing my way. “Who are you visiting in Montana?”
“Fam—” I start to repeat, but break off mid word and plant my
hands on the dash to keep my forehead from cracking against it
as Art slams on the brakes and swerves to the right. The car halts
with its nose on the line where the grass from the ditch meets
the road. I see a ball of white fur skitter across the gravel and
tumble down into the ditch on the opposite side like a bowling
pin before I remember to exhale.
Art is clutching at the wheel, his shaking knuckles white with
the tension. “I’m so sorry.” His voice quivers like the leaves
outside in the light breeze. “Did I hit it?”
I swallow and shake my head. He doesn’t respond; it seems as if
he didn’t see me. He shifts the car into park and exits, not
bothering to shut his door. When he turns to look at the front of
the vehicle he places one hand on his chest and one on his
knee, releasing a long breath.
“We’re okay,” he says, raising his voice enough to carry over the
sound of the engine.
“Are you okay?” a woman walks through the ditch and
approaches us, holding the fluffy bowling pin. “I’m so sorry if
he scared you, we just got him a few days ago and he got away
from me.”
“Oh, no, not at all!” Art beams, all signs of shock and worry
disappearing, arms reaching out towards the furball.
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The woman says something I don’t hear and shuffles the puppy
into Art’s arms. It squirms up onto his shoulder and starts licking
his face, moving around so much that several times Art has to
quickly readjust his hold so as not to drop it. He looks so happy,
like he’s forgotten everything else in the world, including the
strange teenager in his car that hasn’t stumbled upon a shower
in the past week.
I look down at my lap and pick at the dirt under my fingernails
until Art gets back in the car, chuckling and covered in short
strands of white dog-love.
***
The streaks of trees gradually become the smeared pastels of
small-town buildings. Small splotches of yellow and red are fire
hydrants and stop signs popping up and sliding by.
Art pats me on the shoulder. “Are you hungry? You must be
hungry.”
“I’m fine.” I haven’t eaten in the last few days except for some
gas-station pepperoni sticks and a warm bottle of water. “We
should just keep going.”
I don’t look at him directly, but in my peripheral vision I see
him gazing at me with his head cocked slightly to the side.
“Okay, then.” He shrugs and signals a left turn, an A&W filling
the frame of the windshield.
“I thought we weren’t stopping.”
“We’re not.”
Art pulls into the drive through, lowers the window and
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proceeds to order himself a Papa burger and some onion rings
with a chocolate milkshake. “What would you like?”
I just stare at him.
“And a Teenburger combo with fries and another chocolate
milkshake,” he finishes and pulls forward to the window to pay
and collect the food.
“You don’t need to feed me.”
The woman in the window smiles as she hands Art some
napkins. “You and your grandson have a good day.”
Art smiles back. “We will. You too.”
Our small pocket of air is soon heavy with silence and the smell
of fast food. Art nestles his bag of onion rings in one of the
cupholders. Crumbs of deep-fried deliciousness fall from his
lips as he eats and onto the napkin he laid across his lap.
“You didn’t have to do that,” I say.
“I don’t have to drive you anywhere. I don’t have to go visit my
great-niece or my old honeymoon spot. I don’t have to spend
my days revisiting old memories and trying to make new ones
that will last. I don’t have to do anything, but I do the things I
want to do. You don’t have to do what you’re doing.” He pauses.
“Teenagers like Teenburgers, right?”
“I suppose so.”
“Good.”
I pull the burger out of the paper bag. It’s more beautiful than
the sunrise I saw this morning. Juice from the tomatoes runs
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down my chin when I take a bite and a sesame seed gets stuck
between two of my front teeth.
We slow to thirty by a park. It’s all primary colours, a jigsaw
puzzle of yellow and red and blue, children of various sizes
clambering on everything they are and aren’t supposed to. A
Frisbee slices a line across the image in front of our windshield
and Art stops to get out and pick it up. He holds it for a moment
with both hands, standing in front of the car, watching the
anthill of activity, smiling. He must always be smiling. I don’t
know how he manages to find so many things to smile at, so
many reasons to give everyone a little bit of his time. Or any
reason to pick up a dirty hitchhiker and buy him a hamburger
and a milkshake.
A boy in a striped shirt waves his tiny arms at Art. “Over here,
mister!”
I open my door slowly and stand up, keeping one hand on the
top of the car. Art steps back with left foot and let’s go of the
Frisbee with his left hand, touching its beat-up plastic to his
chest before flinging his right arm out and letting it soar. I follow
it with my gaze, over a fence and a foot above the kid’s head.
He jumps for it but misses, and chases it over to the monkey
bars.
Another little boy is playing with a little girl and her dolls. I
watch as his mother goes up to him and yanks him to his feet.
She slaps his hand until he drops the doll he’s holding. His face
screws up and his mouth twists, about to cry, but he stops when
she shakes her finger in his face and screams something about
how many times she’s told him not to play with girl toys and
then drags him off by the arm, his little feet in race car shoes
stumbling to keep up. I stare at the spot where they were. My
throat feels swollen and the sky feels grey with disappointment.
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Art claps his hand on my shoulder and I start.
“Your onion rings are getting cold,” I say.
***
Art talks to me as he drives. He tells me happy stories about his
partner, Terry, and about his nieces and nephews and their kids
and all of their graduations from college, high school, and
kindergarten. He tells me about the cabin by the beach in
Oregon.
I don’t tell him anything. I look at him occasionally, but mostly I
watch the landscape out my window whizz by. Sometimes I let
my eyes relax enough that the colours actually mix and blue
and green become teal, only one continuous stroke of oil paint.
I doze off a couple times with my forehead leaving spots of oil
on the cool glass.
Art wakes me up by shaking my shoulder. “I just had to stop to
use the restroom. I’ll just be a couple minutes. I’ll leave the car
running to keep you warm.”
I scrub at my eyes with my knuckles. It’s almost dark outside
and we are parked in front of a diminutive and lonely gas
station. The lighted sign on the storefront is dingy and flickers
slightly. I sit up quickly. We have gone farther than I thought
Arthur would take me. How much farther does he plan on
taking me? All the way to Montana?
A knock on the window makes me jump. It’s a pump attendant.
“Would you like me to clean the windows?” His voice is
muffled by the glass.
I shake my head and sink back in my seat, ignoring him as he
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leaves. Then I lean forward, peering through the windshield,
scanning the inside of the gas station through its windows. I
don’t see Arthur anywhere; he must still be in the bathroom.
I climb over the center console, hitting my head on the roof and
cursing. I hit the horn briefly when I plop into the driver’s seat
but the attendant, now inside the gas station behind the counter,
glances up for only a moment. I click the seatbelt into place,
put my foot on the brake and shift into reverse. I back up more
quickly than I mean to and knock over a garbage can I couldn’t
see in the dim light. Glancing around to make sure no one
noticed, I throw the Honda into drive and pull out of the
miniscule parking lot and onto the empty highway, swerving
across both lanes. From behind a large billboard, red and blue
lights start to flash and a siren echoes across the blank night
landscape.
“Shit.” I pound the steering wheel with my palms and pull over
to the right, wondering why in hell I thought this was a good
idea.
The police car parks behind me, siren off again but lights still
illuminating the trees like old 3D glasses, the type you get in a
cereal box. In my side-view mirror the reflection of the cop
steps out of the vehicle and saunters toward the Honda. I press
the button to lower my window, staring at the air vent to the left
of the steering wheel.
“License and registration, please.” The cop is cleanly shaven, of
average height and build.
I try not to show my panic while I reach for the glove
compartment. The vehicle registration may be in there, but the
only license I have, which does not permit me to drive without
a licensed driver in the passenger seat, is in my backpack in the
trunk. My heartbeat is the tick of a stopwatch, counting down
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the seconds, the chances I have left to escape, to keep running.
“Hello, officer.” Art has caught up, out of breath from jogging,
but he still has a smile on his face.
“Is this your vehicle, sir?”
“Yes, it is. I apologize, I’ve been teaching my grandson how to
drive. He’s hoping to take his driving test in a few weeks.”
The officer looks skeptical. “It seems to me he’ll need more than
a few weeks to practice.”
“I uh…just mixed up the gas and the brake. I have my
learners’.” I watch Art’s face. He’s acting calm and polite. “I’m…
still learning.”
The cop raises his eyebrow. “I’m going to have to see that
learners’ license of yours.”
“It’s in the trunk.”
He backs up so I can step out of the vehicle and retrieve the
plastic card from my backpack.
“Well, it’s a valid license. But you should really have it with you
in the cab, and you can’t be driving without a properly licensed
supervisor.” He glances between Art and me. “Look, I don’t
really feel like writing up any paperwork. You’re sure this was
all just a simple mistake?”
Art puts his arm around my shoulders and shakes me playfully.
“Yes, I swear. Maybe we should have started by practicing on
the back roads.”
Art and the officer bid a somewhat awkward goodbye and Art
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gets back into the driver’s seat of the Honda. I get in beside him
and shut my door and clasp my hands in my lap, staring at a
hole in my jeans that I’d been picking at for months. I wait for
him to kick me out and leave me stranded in the ditch.
“Terry died a few years ago, as you probably figured out,” Art
says. “We got married a few years earlier. Those were the
happiest years of my life, even though we had many happy
years together before that. We never ended up having kids.” I
look up at him to see a tear roll down his cheek, slowed by the
crevice of each wrinkle. “He would have made such a great
father.” He was still smiling.
“I don’t have any family in Montana,” I say.
“I know.”
He gazes past me out my window, at a manmade pond in the
middle of a field. I imagine he’s seeing the beaches of Oregon.

Bethany Barthel, a student at GPRC, has been published in The
Waggle once before. Currently pursuing a Bachelor’s in Psychology,
she doesn’t write as often as she would like to, but she actively pursues
the improvement of her work. She spends way too much of her free
time browsing the internet and overthinking things.
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poetry

Kristian Enright

The Nerd’s Revenge:
The lyric poem made the librarians, camouflaged in quiet,
turn away: their skin so thin that diffusion would render
it as a wisp of a cloud being described
in a thriller: a page turner where fear itself
is like a child dressing up to be a ghost
thinking adult's play Halloween at funerals--why else the use
of black like that? I guess playing a conformist is allegorical
in the history of adults? The nerdy kid thinks of black sheep
pastorals.
Death may be somewhat unreal to the young but
night is just as alive as day as we all know and night slowly
becomes.
So now we have to pretend that the day is not dead as we
are in school and the glorious green of the school yard
makes better chameleons who reach the world
where bullies continue their reign of small spaces
that they render it thus with minds so closed
that they won’t listen to a definition of claustrophobia
because they were imagining their anus passed a diamond in a
rap song.
But as space opens up and new expectations shift
bullies become confused as others gain power through subtlety
-- someone leaves them a deceptively light
copy of Machiavelli on their desk: it keeps shifting in the bully’s
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mind that the desk they have
is made of the same one as the one they sat with in grade
school.
Indeed, with some continuity,
a test is being prepared for the bully
by the random people at a library, a refuge or embassy for time
where you can think of school without the tyranny…
The lyric poem:
what is needed for it? The Bully inevitably answers with anger,
anger and anger even in the space where they should put
their name It is not technically wrong but they would think
“implicit”
is a concept only an academic would know. Or, a person
who holds the dictionary with an impalpable mystery
though its pages are often so practical, assisting the foundations
of argumentation, like pages in an age of scribes and knights.
The distances of people lynched them as if power were totally
inescapable:
a nerd walks through a paper thin wall posing as a ghost: it’s a
simple joke.
It’s also a final abandonment, however, unless the bully stays
with the test.
You think feeling’s hand is calloused:
its brushes with breath
as if it would ever, like a terrible painter with broad strokes,
suggest any emotion is not valid: this is perhaps right
as the elegy sweeps the dust a little complacently.
Any feeling, fortunately or not, is a form of life and yet, it must
be kept
from abstract feelings that are not bathed in dust:
entitlement, blame, glory and intimacy to name a few.
It can be reserved, however, for the instances where feeling
realizes
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it is made of shame: all that blood a mere blush.
It can be a part of an ugliness, that can confess itself—and so
the
lesson goes we must not have a language that mocks-High on fallutin were you struck by a sudden elegy of the
quotidian?
Then, quietly, the bully is abandoned by understanding’s parade
of epiphanies.
Here, you say, offering a blank slate, is a possible confession
poem.
It’s a slow exorcism for anger, you explain.
The thin geeks continue to seek a wormhole for emotion
in the mind: be careful not to think of it like a scientist.
If the walls are paper, what are ideas?
The real walls are in fact all the turned books of empathy you
turned
away. A path to a small space where anger
can feel even bigger: the poem that exposes anger for what it is:
a mug shot of feared fizzled physiognomies.
The bully thinks its punches will be a big bang, but there is only
a literal gravity, a bruise does not form a blue sky
outside of art, and there is no clock work of turning planets:
just panicked scurryings, homes with compensated window
views
shame budding a tumour near the heart etc.
Violence in nature is so quick, it’s like the bully does not get it
at all.
Good thing he fell asleep in class not knowing
that the test will be over the course of his entire life.
And, the terms of failure will also be changing like a nerd into
a business suit with the loss of any bloody
blush of shame, it is a chameleon
the bully is not so subtle:
A dinosaur sticking their necks out but predators who will be
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scavengers in their same life-time.
Poetry would be dead to him, but at least he has
Added the lyrical poem to be angry at: it is as close
To criticism as he will ever get, when he is too old to be that
way.
At which time he will understand that time is a bully
He will then pass the test, not pushing his luck, though his long
neck loses any elegance trying to read all the epitaphs
around him by everyone in the class who predicted a slow
death of the mind
for him.
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Auguries of Christian Universe
Looting the superhighway of meta narrative sign-posts
puts blinders on the horse of the realist road carrying ghosts
of visions: the apocrypha are the very place of medias res
because you broke the wishbone of place, the church of mess
Is there a muse of evil, hidden in events?
Where chaos is dressed like freedom
despite being a business man with intent
to sell a corset of the soul with no formal tie
As so how could chaos not be a diplomat
if he performs a function and looks just vaguely astray
There is a “Cremationism” in the cigarette tray
Sermon: being “reduced to” keeps gluttony fat.
A child holds a compass: they are always center
aimed to truer north. All others point to them. Enter
Deus ex machina exit space and time’s blender?
We evoke ambitious defamiliarizations of weather.
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As if After a Movie…
From a play called Pipelines
I witnessed a flash from city’s light
that the trains cast on windows along the station’s way
like a hubristic hallway against some poor
neighborhood where the modest are perfectly happy.
It made me think of the idea of a sun
being a flashlight that is no longer working
as the metaphors let go of literalness:
endowed with exaggerated stimuli, like a once
Hiddenburg balloon full of rhetorical
gaseous bombast designed to expand like an empire
in its Pandora’s box,
like a symbol as a bully, anxiety of influence’s
logical realization, sadistic incarnation…If literature
were silenced, that flash was a phone call between the
new war of inanimate things, and soon
the laser duel will challenge and win over the laconic pen:
I would hope there is a signature of a wayward blur before
efficiency perfectly governs everything.
It was the city saying there is a dying light
and how could moving be so preoccupied with itself
to not notice things along its way:
--Promethius driving a fire truck past the burning
houses, taking the flame into strange abstraction
and a fly on a ghetto-separated wall
catches the mythical reference and
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flies into a police siren like a kami kazi-This is final act is done in the name of photosynthesis
because we no longer understand our gardens…no
one would now set a religion there, though absolution
in casualness, encounters its antithesis
constantly. The quality of light is filtered through a lost
innocence, and it returns like a ghost to haunt as a nihilist
the homes of those who think it a tamed pyrotechnic.
And, the weeds piercing the concrete totally understand it
while humans emerging from the allegorical distraction
of the movie theatre merely blink…a symbol of desiring
to be sated…the image a servant…bringing endless silver
platters:
Allegorically, we would expect every symbol to commit suicide
with its own scalpel, to demonstrate its concealed interior. A
rich business man squeezes life from his pet boa constrictors.
The accidental symbol somehow impossibly distills
like the earth swallowing up or dissolving our endless pills
for our allegorical headaches, and if we could feel sincerity
this would stand in well for our sought after eternal youth.
Then we could move into space like an animal running.
It seems impossible by thought’s very nature to let go
of light: an atom bomb is an eraser of genesis, as the gist
of expressionism was to not be innocent as the impressionist
seems in gaudy atmosphere.
Soon the light will not be enough make you blink,
and our cities will want to distill the dark
--in it, every person is a lost miner
and in light’s altered place, you will be forced to think.
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An Evolution of Concepts/ Natural Rejection
(Any fragmentation is the result of lines that do not function, as
in natural selection).
1.
Mutation is the new evolution.
Superhero pubescence or change for change’s sake?
Demand thorough change even in your prescribed constructs.
The human hand detracted from a universe of buttons
begins its most radical period of sculpture, framed against dead
ends
with potted plants against them like symbols of constructs
becoming natural.
It would seem that to make voluptuousness out of control
you need Michelangelo-esque bodies
lifting weights of materialist dross to give these objects some
meaning.
Meet on a transcendent bridge with the railing contoured
like the polished bones of those who died well-prepared and
try and find a middle ground in relation to extremes
There is also an avant-garde between two binary extremes,
of digression and emergence. Consider how loss was hiding
and achievement referenced obscurity, founding its oft initial
phase.
Consider intelligence taking notes at stupidity’s pseudo-lecture,
feeling so free.
Or, to mutate in the mind, instead
be a forger of values, no longer caress a Ouija board
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in the endless transactions with the deity randomness to which
you are
slowly building up adaptive muscle: the brain must go along
with this growth.
We love the sentimental backgrounds, like a vast factory
conveyor belt
and so speed became imperative to deliver them. You imagine
the futurist
car salesman trying to say there is no trunk to a car as this is
equated
with baggage, which the future cannot have. Futurity is like
a shape that itself can seem to mutate, as with elusive
visions of a deist in a daydream-quest thinking of building
the churches of the future that will engage disbelief
in their tenuous design of hallways
forever winding. There, it is as if you could start an ancient fire
with a flashlight, if you felt like dead meat. And, there
is a stain-glass room to partially seethrough
people yet to stain them, it is
to nurture rumours, what polite, misguided people imagine
religion would have commenced as being formed from.
And the sermons mounted on ivory in the bathroom will
speak to those whose ears want to hear the semantics of
music which is descriptively what happens when poetry and
rhetoric mix—
a place of purging our decadent matter
and
We are an animal with a mind like a great germ.
In the cosmos is a placebo cure for this achieved by sheer
distance—
we cannot be an animal here, and disease would seem to
diffuse.
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The cruelest ideas of walls and limits are like tiny moles
on the face of a philosopher, a speed bump of desire, and we
tend to rise like heat over whatever is put in our way, except say
a welcome matt of fall leaves.
It would seem that spring and autumn were commingled while
thinking of winter one day, this combination the great season of
mutation.
And of the subject of grasp, think of a human hand again, but
in many million years.
We have become creatures with completely concealed
monsters as well as having vivid goodness in the face of fear:
the universe’s stoic moons and scribble constellations
forces us to be mutants…and we have built the machines
ingeniously to do so.
Cyborgs forming at the genitals force the soft-hooved horses
over the hills that are speed bumps for the residual romantics in
their
passive-aggressive vestiges. And yet, we perversely
move to be Gods, and mutation must be summoned
for this act, as evolution seems pedestrian, even in the
fields.
The vulture, which seems the last bird of all, is less than a fallen
angel is
like a beggar who snapped, the hand a talon
It emerges on the buffet table of hot inflatable fruit to select the
fragments
most full of themselves, much as we might describe ourselves
stuffed with cultural aphorisms like a poor reader of Nietzsche.
This bird comes quick, buries its head to sign
the intestines in a way the humans will not notice, twisting and
contorting,
ending with a swirl of pig, or perhaps, of a gyre. This is done
so quickly, evolution seems a wrong frame of reference. But the
bird
is thinking of other birds, and this is a sign representing their
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secret
language that has deeper meaning than the “cheapness” we
align to them.
The guts so heavy in this signature that weight seems semantic,
the half-chewed bits like symbols in the sentencing intestines.
2.
Once the previous Edenic apple is chewed to a fine white
paste,
we can paint our dulled teeth more happily—a wolf husky
breed ate our social
contract homework with nature. Now, you can picture crab
apples
of secular intellectuals strewn everywhere. And the worms are
saying
they are of the same flesh as us. There is a muttering now about
knowing
too much. The voice hence is sarcastic, but then not; “you will
leave
the garden far too easily one day. It will be as small as a child’s
drawing
of it--and that will be all you have.”
By then, our mutation would be complete: evolution would,
in a moment of disconnect seem to have just produced us:
we seemed to have formed as if from nothing.
As with the adjoining parts
falling off of a rising space craft, we imagine a creative
kid would ponder of the fact that bees die when
they lose their stingers, unlike us flying to a utopia in the stars
as we seemed to have shed nature and the natural world is then
dead to us.
But we need leave a symbol behind, and evolution’s may not be
enough.
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It would seem a colorful thought of flight:
But even with digital imagery the peacock would not look real
enough to be
believed as once existing, as improbable as an fledgling
aristocrat.
It stayed on the ground like so many bad ideas.
Mutation seemed like such a good idea when evolution was
taking so long.
The garden is of course our bonsai reduction of it, we slipped
even out of snake skin
As if it were a mere shift in fashion
as if it were a fickle mutation over a strong
evolution.

Kristian Enright is a Winnipeg writer who has been hard at work
on a long poem that is of a prairie long poem but which is also
exploring the urban context of the aforementioned city. He has plans to
write a play about climate change and also is working on the
practicum phase of his TESL certificate.
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graphic arts

Amy Benn
The Year My Brother Died

Amy Benn, BA Arts Hons (UOW), Grad Cert SCD (UOW), is an
Australian PhD candidate at Central Queensland University creating an
illustrated historical novel on the transgenerational impacts of the
Vietnam War in Australia. Using hand-pulled screen printing, etching
and photography, Amy’s creative work explores issues of trauma, death,
grief, survival and resilience. Amy’s previous work, “Two Neat Boxes: A
Graphic Memoir” has been published in the peer-reviewed journal
TEXT.
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graphic arts

Linda Mushka
Searching: Refugee Quilt

Artist’s statement
I am passionate about the plight of refugees around the
world and frustrated by the perpetuation of oppression through
promoting differences as negatives. While getting to know
immigrants, both personally and professionally, in my work as a
therapist, I am consistently reminded of their courage, strength
and resilience. In this piece I hope to capture the leaving of
destruction, fear and struggle with the potential of a path to a
safe haven, filled with the promise of a new life. The future is
surrounded and shrouded in uncertainty, represented by the
cheesecloth, but one which retains traditions and cultural
practices that comfort and sustain, symbolized by the gold
medallion. The piece is named “Searching,” the title of a song I
wrote attempting to capture the journey of refugees, and their
journey and mixed feelings. The last two lines of the song are
“hoping we can stay here forever, but longing to go home.”
Adjusting, and fitting into a new society is fraught with feelings
of gratefulness, but too often, immigrants are also bombarded
with prejudice and hostility. This piece is dedicated to all
people who are forced to leave their homelands, who give up
everything they know and love, in search of new and better
beginnings.
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Linda Mushka was raised and lives in Saskatchewan. She grew up
watching her mother knit to the strains of discordant Ukrainian music
and dancing in small town halls. Writing, creating with cloth, and
music are her greatest loves. Today, she combines her own and
commercial fabrics, along with hand and machine stitching, exploring
themes of humanity and nature.
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poetry

Elizabeth Chamberlain

Todestriebe
a compulsion to repeat, to read and read and reread the word
and hold my breath and listen to my spheres vibrate against
everyone else’s
brain trembles in my skull until I can hear it all again
against parietal lobes and temple clanging, whooshing from one
ornery alveolus to another until lungs complain and lips turn
blue
appearing only to disappear, enacting only to reenact
it was funny the first time but now it’s a treadmill, endless
showings of the same circadian play, no curtain
sleeping at the wrong times
and the right ones, too

Elizabeth Chamberlain grew up in smoggy Los Angeles and on
AOL Instant Messenger. Now a professor of rhetoric and writing studies
at Arkansas State University, she teaches courses including digital and
technical writing, then comes home to a husband and two rabbits and
a very inconsistently tended garden.
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poetry

José Duarte
from Observations

Note: The poems presented here are part of a small book titled
Observations, an erasure of C.S. Lewis’ A Grief Observed, published in
1961.

[27]
There is no answer,
absolute zero. For now,
hypnosis promises respect.
Yesterday I stopped myself
From domestic tyranny.
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[ 38 ]
Round
and round. Everything
repeats
up
down
a vast emptiness
time after time
again and again.
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[39]
How many hours are there? Is yellow
round?
Indeed, what’s left is a problem about
weights of feelings and motives.
These risky extrapolations
would probably blow
all relations into smithereens.

José Duarte teaches at the School of Arts and Humanities
(Universidade de Lisboa). He published two books for children, five
poetry books and co-edited the bilingual anthology Natural in Verso
(Mariposa Azual, 2015). His poems have appeared in These Fragile
Lilacs, Lehigh Valley Vanguard, and The Wrong Review.
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poetry

Ali Znaidi

Poetics of Dust Particles
Do they ever snowball themselves? I ask,
the answer is not in Wikipedia,
the answer is in front of you.
Dust particles are pregnant with the cremated ash
of butterflies & this ash is pollen-laden.
And as far as you can see,
they’re trying to build themselves into a picture.
They even roll on themselves like a hedgehog.
You want to take a picture
and upload it into all your social media profiles.—
But before you do that, think of the hedgehog’s spines!
& think of the pollen that is invading your pixelated
screen…!

Ali Znaidi (b.1977) lives in Redeyef, Tunisia. He is the author of
several chapbooks, including Experimental Ruminations (Fowlpox
Press, 2012), Moon’s Cloth Embroidered with Poems (Origami Poems
Project, 2012), Bye, Donna Summer! (Fowlpox Press, 2014), Taste of
the Edge (Kind of a Hurricane Press, 2014), Mathemaku x5 (Spacecraft
Press, 2015), and Austere Lights (Locofo Chaps: an imprint of Moria
Books, 2017). For more, visit aliznaidi.blogspot.com.
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(short fiction)

Annette Lapointe
Swallow

We ordered doughnuts on Wednesdays because the meetings
weren’t optional. We’d meet up in the foyer, reeking of our
cigarettes, and bolt our sugar-fixes, the deep-fried comfort that
we couldn’t walk into that room without.
Heather and I sat together in the meetings. The agenda glowed
across the room, old business and new business and our
potential for continued funding. Someone always wanted to
know the origins of bullet points, or the policies behind a
change, and I’d watch my lunch hour ticking away in that place.
I was always hungry.
Darren thought it might be symptomatic of my client base. I
worked with emotional voids of post-marital agony, trying to reorient themselves and desperate for me to build them new
selves to go out into the world wearing.
I handled resettlements. Post-prison, post-divorce. Post-natural
disaster. Economic chaos refugees trained for highly complex
fields that no longer existed, who needed jobs and homes to
accompany their cars full of rumpled business attire.
I think I’d like to work with computers.
I always wanted to be a cowboy.
Find me a job, a home. Anything. Can I be someone’s
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housekeeper? Someone rich?
So many people wanted to be servants. Butlers. Old-fashioned
housekeepers carrying rings of keys.
Ex-husbands came to me wanting to become wives.
Help me.
Client satisfaction numbers are down, year-over-year,
for 2010-11, 2011-12, 2012-13. We need to know
what’s causing the decline. Our funding is under
threat.
Is there a reason you haven’t made them happy?
I couldn’t imagine happy. Sugar was the closest I could find.
We ordered doughnuts every Wednesday until Kari-Lyn’s
histaminic response tripped over an eclair topped with almond
slices, until her epi-pen was found to be expired.
Heather rode with Kari-Lyn to the hospital. She texted that they
were fine. Go on with the meeting.
It wasn’t true. Kari-Lyn’s alive, but she’ll spend her career in
supported living, re-mastering toileting and her gross motor
skills. I visited her, once or twice. They said she was happy, but
if that was true, then happiness is asymptomatic. It might be.
I go running on my own, after work, skipping the gym to
shower at the YWCA. They sell Nanaimo squares at the snack
bar.
If I abstain, go home, I pick up store-brand pastry on the way
home. Just me. I eat them in front of the computer, watching
videos about historical cases of poisoning.
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It’s very domestic. They were all murdered by their
housekeepers. Their wives.
The sugar makes it safer. You can eat the fried dough for hours
and never feel a thing. I can swallow, and swallow, and my
body never rejects it.

Annette Lapointe is the author of three books: Stolen (2006),
Whitetail Shooting Gallery (2012), and You Are Not Needed Now:
Stories (2017). She edits The Waggle and occasionally throws her own
work into the mix to see what will happen.
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